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Is written for primarily students. Whilst the textbook
may also be of interest to other audiences, such as

researchers, the main audience should be
students

Supports a course: there must be courses being
taught at multiple universities for which the textbook
would be suitable. The textbook could either be the
only textbook recommended for the course, or it
could be a more supplementary textbook that would
appear on a recommended reading list.

WHAT IS A TEXTBOOK?



Textbooks are usually part of a pedagogical design, i.e. it can

be the centerpiece of a course syllabus, it can be used for self-

study (students and professionals), teachers can assign just parts

for reading.



A textbook is a book

someone uses to learn. It

is usually supplied in

classrooms. People use it

to learn from it about a

certain subject. They

might also teach other

people about that subject.



As major teaching aid with a lot of built-in
pedagogy, e.g. review questions, self-
assessment and work cases.
To help the teacher prepare a class (and
also to recover from not so efficient
lecturing)
As reading assignment to cover specific
concepts
As supplementary reading for various
purposes (e.g. to help with term projects, to
help preparing an exam, as references ...)

USE OF TEXTBOOKS



Textbook writing is a specific activity and one should not forget

that textbooks are usually just an element in a wider pedagogic

strategy. Therefore, writing should be planned together with

some possible pedagogical use cases.



Textbooks are written with pedagogical
objectives in mind. But since teachers and
learners must construct their own
representation, they sometimes re-purpose a
text in ways not anticipated. E.g. a textbook
could be used just for reference insteadof for
direct instruction. The opposite is also true, a
good reference book also could be used as
textbook.

PEDAGOGICAL OBJECTIVES



The most important objectives
concern learning objectives, e.g.
what the student should master after
having worked through parts of the
textbook. Reading is usually linked to
other class/homework activities.







Bloom's taxonomy is a set of three
hierarchical models used to classify
educational learning objectives into levels of
complexity and specificity. The three lists
cover the learning objectives in cognitive,
affective and sensory domains.
Bloom’s Taxonomy is a hierarchical
ordering of cognitive skills that can,
among countless other uses, help teachers
teach and students learn.

BLOOM’S TAXONOMY



BLOOM’S TAXONOMY 



Use only one verb for each learning outcome. 
Be measurable. 
Be in sync with the body of content, learning
activities and assessments that follow. 
Have at least one activity for learning and one
self-check item for each learning outcome. 
Be application-oriented; focus on learning by
doing. 
Help the writer: 

Structure the topic. 
Decide what content to select. 
Design appropriate learning activities. 
Design appropriate assessment. 

Help the learner: 
Know what is demanded of them. 
Determine whether they understand the
content. 
Monitor their progress. 
Examples.

BLOOM’S TAXONOMY





Knowledge: rote memorization, recognition,
or recall of facts. 
Comprehension: understanding what the
facts mean.
Application: correct use of the facts, rules,
or ideas.
Analysis: breaking down information into
component parts.
Synthesis: combine parts to make a new
whole.
Evaluation: judging the value or worth of
information or ideas.

6 LEVELS OF EMPHASIS BASED ON
BLOOM’S TAXONOMY OF



Depending on global objectives of
the book, an author can put
different emphasis on each of
"Bloom" levels. 
Objectives at book and chapter
level should also be associated with
activities, assessment, etc.



Objective: "By the end of this section, you (as a
student) will be able to design a learning object
that introduces key components of e-learning
standards, and in particular modeling languages.
Activities: Make your own summary of the most
important concepts 
Assessment: Quality of your course module (details
to be announced)
Key Words: Design, formulate, build, invent, create,
compose, generate, derive, modify, develop.

Here is an example for Synthesis-level objective. Target
students are students in educational technology. The
learning activity handed out is to prepare an e-Text
about e-learning standards.



TEXTBOOK LANGUAGE AND
ORGANIZATION OF CONTENTS

Textbook writers
have three
choices:
simplification,
easyfication, or
the scaffolding of
concept
knowledge.



Simplification of content: explain new
technical terms as they arise
Simplification of form: make sure that the
text has cohesive links and restores implicit
relationships, e.g. when using general-
specific of problem-solution progressions.
Simplification by including explanations and
exemplifications
Using similar structures, i.e. syntactic
repetition acts as a form of syntactic
scaffolding.

SIMPLIFICATION STRATEGIES -
ENHANCED COHESION/COHERENCE



The purpose easyfication is to give learners an
additional instructional apparatus by developing a kind
of "access structure" around the text without having
gone through the intervening stages of simplified
materials
Examples of such devices are:
Provide introductory paragraph(s) to a text (or text
segment)
Provide a structural analysis ('tagging' sections) to a
text (or text segment), 
Provide a schematic representation of a text (or text
segment)
Add annotations/explanations to the text, 
Add metadiscursive commentaries (before, in the
middle, or after)
Add questions to encourage interactions with the text

EASYFICATION STRATEGIES - ENHANCING
STRUCTURE



“Scaffolding in the sense intended here
means the provision of a series of
carefully designed pre-task exercises (or
activities) which allow students to
familiarize themselves with concepts of
increasing complexity and to explore
these concepts.

Scaffolding - providing domain knowledge



filling in gaped texts
complete sentences
propositional clusters
produce or complete tables and flow charts
write summaries of various sorts, e.g. include
critique, most things relevant, organize
information, etc.
Of course these activities can be assigned
by teacher, i.e. they must not necessarily be
part of the text itself.

Typical scaffolding activities can be:



FILLING IN GAPED TEXTS



COMPLETE
SENTENCES



PROPOSITIONAL CLUSTERS



PRODUCE OR
COMPLETE
TABLES AND
FLOW CHARTS



WRITE SUMMARIES



A textbook should be written with respect to
an identified set of objectives. These
should include an analysis of learning
objectives and pedagogical function of the
book within potential learning
situations/environments. You may have to
compromise here, i.e. anticipate different
use cases.

THE BOOK STRUCTURE AND GENRE 



in some areas you may consider
switching genres in different chapters.
E.g. a text on educational multimedia
animation may include a chapter on
learning theoretical background 
Clearly, such chapters are not of the
same kind and may adopt different
rhetorics.



Structure (headings)
Often textbooks are divided into a
structure like this:

Parts
Chapters

Sections
Sub-sections

TEXTBOOK STRUCTURE 



Parts either represent different major
topics (e.g. conceptual vs. technical) or
levels
Chapters contain a clearly identifiable
major topic. 
Sections contain major subtopics, i.e. a
independent unit of instruction. 
Sub-sections usually cover a concept or
procedure to be learned.



TEXTBOOK
STRUCTURE



Heading structure should have a function
as conceptual organizers. 
The structure “ reflects the amount of
information you are providing, the
amount of differentiation you are making
within and between topics, and each
topic's relative importance in you scheme
of things”

GOOD TOPICAL STRUCTURE



(1) Each major section (chapter, section
and sub-section) should include a thesis
statement, either typographically marked
or in the introductory paragraph. 
E.g. in Alessi (2001:138) we find in the third
paragraph of introduction to the
"Hypermedia chapter”
Two components are necessary for a
hypermedia program to be successful. First,
it must have a clear and well-reasoned
purpose. Second, it must be designed in
accordance with that purpose ... "



(2) Ideas or points are grouped into meaningful
chunks of information.

(3) There should be a balance of topical
development and including a reasonable
amount of information. E.g. for smaller concept
(a sub-section level) between 1/2 and 1 1/2
pages

(4) Topics (sections, subsections, etc.) should
lead to each other. In other words, a textbook
should not be written like an Encyclopedia



(5) These transitions should be clear, i.e. made
explicit for the novices that your readers are.

(6) Each main concept should be supported,
e.g. by data or examples.

(7) Each topic should only be treated once and
you should avoid forward pointers.



Chapters should include various
functional elements that will at least
help the reader to understand the text.
These elements also may show visually

CHAPTER ELEMENTS



Express “subject, theme, aims, topics, and
organization of a chapter [... readers
should] know at the outset what they are
reading and why or to what end” 
E.g. if you follow Gagné's nine events of
instructions then you should include 
something to motivate and gain attention
(step 1), 
something to help the frame and organize
(step 2) and
something to recall prior knowledge (step 3).

1. OPENERS





overviews (previews)
introductions
outlines (text, bullets or graphics)
focus questions (knowledge and
comprehension questions)
learning goals / objectives / outcomes /
competences / skills
A case problem
In addition one may use the "special
features" used inside chapters, e.g.
vignettes, photos, quotations, ...

TYPICAL OPENERS ARE:





CHAPTER OPENER



Give students opportunities to review,
reinforce, or extend their learning, i.e. help
with transfer of learning
Typical closers are:

conclusions and summaries (may include
diagrams)
list of definitions
reference boxes (e.g. computer
instructions)
review questions
self-assessment (usually simple quizzes)
small exercises

2. CLOSERS



substantial exercises and problem cases
fill-in tables (for "learning-in-action" books)
to prepare a real world task
ideas for projects (academic or real world)
bibliographies and links (that can be
annotated)



A CASE PROBLEM





These elements aid the learning process in
several ways, e.g. by giving advice on how to
understand / interpret or navigate, by engaging
the learner in some reflection, by pointing out
important elements, or to summarize key
elements treated in previous text.

3. INTEGRATED PEDAGOGICAL
DEVICES



Typical elements are:
Emphasis (bold face) of words
Marginalia that summarize paragraphs
Lists that highlight main points
Summary tables and graphics
Cross references that link backwards (or sometimes
forwards) to important concepts
Markers to identify embedded subjects (e.g. an
"external" term used and that needs explanation)
Study and review questions
Pedagogical illustrations (concepts rendered
graphically)
Tips (to insure that the learner doesn't get caught in
misconceptions or procedural errors)
Reminders (e.g. make sure that something that was
previously introduced is remembered)



In-text features, whether boxes or portions of
text set off through design, function
pedagogically to attract attention; arouse
curiosity; increase motivation to read stimulate
critical thinking; and provide opportunities for
reflection, application, or problem solving

4. INTERIOR FEATURE STRANDS



Case studies
Problem descriptions
Debates and reflections
Profiles (case descriptions)
Primary sources and data
Models

TYPICAL ELEMENTS ARE:













Very important: You need permission for all
art pieces if they are not yours. All tables need
permission unless you create one from text and
then you have to say “adapted from” if it’s
close to someone’s original text or table. More
important: You must keep a copy of the
Permissions Form with each art piece.

PERMISSIONS



Don’t rely on the publisher because they change
art permission companies, publishers get bought
and sold and these important papers somehow
get lost. KEEP A COPY. The author is primarily
responsible for this permission so get a copy
from them if you are not doing this. Be aware
that new permissions are required with each
new edition, unless a lifelong permission was
obtained the first time.

PERMISSIONS (CONT . . . )



Pick your best 4 hours a day and write on those
5 days a week. Doing more may burn you out.
Semester break or sabbaticals are best. Writing
is slow work and you often don’t see the results.
It’s best to have your alone time and space.
Take weekly rests and yearly vacations. Don’t
push through.

TIME MANAGEMENT



WRITING SCHEDULE



Get a deadline date from the publisher for the
first 3 chapters and the entire book. Divide the
number of chapters by the number of given
weeks to see how many chapters they are asking
for per and week and month. See if it is
reasonable. Ask your editor/publisher for a
“schedule” so you can both keep on track. Some
publishers leave the job to the author and it can
go in limbo without a self-generated calendar.

SCHEDULE



TEXTBOOK
STRUCTURE





TABLE OF CONTENTS



CHAPTER OPENERS
Chapter openers should be used consistently through the

text, at least in form (in case chapter genres are different).



CHAPTER OPENERS



A well written introductory text labelled
"introduction" may very well cover preview,
introduction and outline without making a clear
distinction. 
But its probably best to use a paragraph for each. 
E.g Alessi (2001:138) which is a highly regarded
book since 1985 now in its third edition, structures
the introduction to the "Hypermedia chapter" with
three elements:
Topic and definition of the concept
A list of 5 topics 
A chapter preview

SCHEDULE



This chapter focuses on the hypermedia technology.
Programs of this methodology consist of a database
of information with multiple methods of navigation
and features to facilitate learning. The chapter
includes: 

1. A brief description of hypermedia's history and
origins
2. A description of the basic structure of
hypermedia and its essential characteristics
3. Description of various hypermedia formats
4. ....

Two components are necessary for a hypermedia
program to be successful. First, it must have a clear
and well-reasoned purpose. Second, it must be
designed in accordance with that purpose ...



Also called chapter overviews (but there might
be a slight different), these elements summarize
the "big picture" and frame the reader for
acquiring the details.
Here is an example from Clark (2003:97) in the
chapter "Applying the Redundancy Principle"

CHAPTER PREVIEWS



Principle "SOME e-LEARNING describe graphics using
words in both onscreen text and audio narration in
which the audio repeats the text. We call this
technique redundant onscreen text. In this chapter,
we summarize empirical evidence that graphics
explained by audio alone rather that graphics
explained by audio and redundant onscreen text gets
better learning results.



Introductions both at chapter and section level rather
focus on the problem, i.e. try to convey to learner why
the topic is important and in which context this
knowledge is relevant. It also can link to previous
chapters. E.g. the editors introduction to David
Merrills' chapter on "First Principles of Instruction"
(Reiser, 2006:62) starts like this:

INTRODUCTIONS



In section 2 of this book, several of the authors point
to differences in design practices between positivists
(objectivists) and relativists (constructionists). In this
chapter, David Merrril takes a different tack. Having
spent several years studying a number of different
instructional design theories and models, including a
variety of positivist and constructivist approaches, he
concludes that these different theories and models do
share common instructional principles, which he labels
First Principles of Instruction.



This text states a goals or an
achievement, but it does not (like in a
chapter preview) summarize these first
principles of instruction Here is another
example from Deitel (2004:141). The
Introduction is a numbered section and
comes right after the outline (see next
slide).



In Chapters 4 and 5, we introduced the Extensible
HyperText Markup Language (XHTML) for marking up
information. In this chapter, we shift our focus to
formatting and presenting information. To do this, we
use a W3C technology called Cascading Style Sheets
(CSS) that allows document authors to specify the
presentation of elements on a Web page (e.g., fonts,
spacing, margins, etc.) separately from the structure
of the document (section headers, body text, links,
etc.). this separation of structure from presentation
simplifies maintaining an modifying a document's
layout.



Chapter outlines either support or
integrate (replace) the function of Preview
and Introduction. E.g. Morsund (2000:35)
in the "the case for PBL" chapter uses a
rather short multi-purpose introduction:

CHAPTER OUTLINES



•PBL is a versatile approach to instruction that can
readily be used in conjunction with other approaches.
A huge number of articles have been written about
PBL. Most, however, are specific examples and
testimonials rather than carefully conducted research
studies. This chapter discusses a number of different
types of arguments that support the use of PBL and IT-
assisted PBL in the classroom. In total, they present a
strong case for increased use of PBL in K-12
education.



Driscoll (2005) starts chapter 6 "Simulations" with
a quote from two researchers and then outlines
the chapter as follows:

Define the term simulation
Discuss the factors that have been obstacles to
the adoption of simulations as and instructional
strategy
Describe the benefits and limitations of
simulations
Describe nine types of simulations to add to your
portfolio of simulation techniques and explain how
these types of simulation differ
Provide a portfolio of examples of simulation

In this chapter, we will



In addition to an introductory text, one may also
just display the chapter's internal table of content.
It may replace the outline 'if' the section titles are
well chosen.
E.g. Deitel (2004: 141) after presenting Objectives
and funny quotes on page one presents an outline
of the 12 sections:

Outline
6.1 Introduction
6.2 Inline Styles
6.3 Embedded Style Sheets
 ...

This is followed by an introduction.



Learning objectives can be interwoven with any of
the above, but in a "hard-core" textbook they are
usually stated in box à-part in list form.
E.g. Carey (2007:227) in the "Working with
Cascading Style Sheets" Tutorial (chapter) defines
objectives for each of the three Sessions
(sections) in a side box next to the case problem
that opens the chapter.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES



Session 5.1 
Understand the history and theory of
CSS
Write selectors for specific XML elements
Set the display style for elements
Size and position elements on a
rendered page
...



Focus questions or in terms of Reiser (2007:viii)
"knowledge and comprehension questions “at the
start of each chapter require students to identify
the key ideas presented and demonstrate their
understanding of those ideas”
There are five focus questions attached to David
Merrills' chapter on "First Principles of Instruction"
(Reiser, 2006:62) and rendered in a smaller left-
side column of the first chapter page. We list the
two first ones:

FOCUS QUESTIONS



In your own words, briefly describe each of
the five first principles of instruction
discussed in this chapter.
Merrill briefly indicates why each of the first
principles is important. Briefly summarize his
position regarding the importance of each
principle and the indicate, for each
principle, whether you agree or disagree
with his point of view. Explain why you feel
this way.

1.

2.



They motivate since the link topics to be covered
to a real world problem
They provide an example which can structure
and/or exemplify the discourse

Case problems have two functions:

Clark (2003) use what the call a Design dilemma for
each chapter. It is part of the chapter preview, i.e.
follows a paragraph in the proper sense of preview as
illustrated above. Design dilemmas are marked in a
grey box and take up 1 or pages. In the chapter
"Applying the Redundancy Principle", there is a 2-
page dilemma of which we quote a few excepts

CASE PROBLEMS



In response to a request from the quality director of
Madison Industries, you have created the perfect
multimedia presentation for a company training
program. As described in the previous chapter, your
introductory lesson gives an overview of the quality
control tools as part of the overall company quality
process. As shown in figure 6.1, it contains a short
animation and is consistent [ ... ] In spite of your
valiant efforts, the directory says "we need to
accommodate different learning style ... [ ... ]
Although you have complied with the director's
request, you are not convinced ...

DESIGN DILEMMA



Carey (2007:227) in his chapter design
only uses a list of objectives and a case
to open chapters. The case description
usually takes a half a page (but specifics
are introduced throughout the rest of the
chapter). We quote a few excerpts:



Janet Schmidtt works in the Advertising
Department of Tour Nation, a leading bicycle
manufacturer. On of her responsibilities is to
maintain an XML document that describes the
various models offered by Tour Nation. Janet
created a [ ... ]
In its current form, the document is not very easy
for other Tour Nation employees to read. Janet
wants to format the document [...]



A conclusion should make a point. It may
be seen as the "alter ego" of the the
Chapter Introduction.
David Merrills' chapter "First Principles of
Instruction" (Reiser, 2006:69) conclusion
takes about 2/3s of a column and starts
like this:

Conclusion 

CHAPTER CLOSERS



CONCLUSION



It would appear from the limited
sources quoted in this chapter that first
principles are not only common to and
prescribed by many instructional design
theories and models, but that they are
also consistent with empirical research
on instruction ...



Alessi (2001:173)'s conclusion takes up a bit more
than a page and is more of a summary. But it
starts like this, i.e with a point:

There are many important factors in hypermedia
design. It cannot be distilled into a specfific set of
things to do and not do. However, some general and
some specific principles, when applied intelligentyl
(that is, in consideration of your context, content, and
learner characteristics)



The summary has a similar function as the chapter
preview. It may be part of the conclusion or be
labelled as a separate section or sub-section. It
may for instance summarize essential points for
each section. “A summary should be a content
review, not a catalogue of what has been
covered” (Lepionka 2003:141)
Alessi (2001:173)'s hypermedia chapter conclusion
is mostly a summary of design principles, i.e. 2
paragraphs and a longer item list The first
summary paragraph looks like this,

SUMMARY



SUMMARY



First and most importantly, you should be clear about
the purpose of your program and identify which of the
eight hypermedia formats you will use to accomplish
that purpose. Most other design decisions concerning
the knowledge database, navigation, an support for
learning follow logically from your purpose and chose
format.



After stating an other second principle, the

authors then list some more specific

recommendations as a list 

Carey (2007:282)'s tutorial chapter summary is

just a review of topics covered. In Daniel K.

Schneider’s this may be ok for a technical

textbook. The summary starts like this:

This tutorial covered how to create a CSS

style sheet and apply it to an XML

document. The first session covered the

history and theory behind the development

of CSS. The session then explored [ ...] The

second session [...]



Use multiple media, including both visual and autitory

presentations.

Make the structure of information visible to learners

Provide cues, coaching, landmarks, section labels,

and display consistency to facilitate learner

orientation.

Design for text readability and to encourage deep

processing of text.

Alessi (2001:173) ends the conclusion of the

hypermedia chapter with a list of specific

recommendations that can apply to most hypermedia

programes. We quote the first four (out of 21) here:

LISTS OF PRINCIPLES 



Carey (2007:283) ends a tutorial (a chapter)
with a tutorial summary(a paragraph) and a list
of "naked" key terms, followed by several
"practice pages".

absolute position     CSS3          relative position 
absolute unit            em unit       relative unit .... 

LIST OF DEFINITIONS
OR KEY TERMS



Carey (2007) inserts review questions at the end of
sessions (sections). E.g. the review (also marked
with a marginalia title) of session 5.3 includes 7
questions and starts like this:

Session 5.3 Quick Check
1. What is the difference between a specific font
and a generic font ?
2. What is a relative unit ? What are the two relative
units supported by CSS?
3. How would you display the the Summary element
in a boldface Arial font?

REVIEW QUESTIONS



Driscoll's (2005) chapter 6 "Simulations" end

includes as final element, a section labelled
"Reflection and application": It starts like this:

To reflect on the material presented in this chapter
and apply in in a real e-learning situation, consider
how you would respond to the following challenges.
(Each of these challenges is intentionally left vague.
If you are unsure about a piece of information, make
an assumption about it and list the assumption.

REVIEW QUESTIONS FOR TRANSFER



On of the challenges starts and ends like this:

To vice president of human resources in your
company has scheduled a mdeeting with you to talk
about an initiative to improve customer service.
Your company is in the hospitality business [...] You
are considering recommending an online learning
program that uses a simulation strategy. Outline the
the benefits and limitations of this strategy before
your meeting.

This is a short and open ended case problem for
which the student is support to sketch out a
design.



Using the examples in this chapter, think about how
you might use simulations in a blended mode. If you
don't have the budget, time, or support to develop
a pur simulation-based program, consider
simulation as a post-training program. Use smaller
programs with a focus on authentic and corrective
feedback to re-inforce classroom lessons.

She then continues with a short annotated bibliography
labelled "Learn More about it" an finally finally some
review questions 
Some authors also include planning aides (e.g. till-in
tables) for reader who want to put theory into practise.

Driscoll (2005) ends chapter 6 "Simulations" with a
section labelled "Conclusion". The second paragraph
looks like this:

TRANSFER AIDS



Pedagogical discourse should be reflected in

layout. However, as it is the general rule in
educational technology, there is no single
solution
a lot of design decisions are rather based on
intuition than on solide knowledge what works.

Globally speaking, there exist two extremes.
Textbooks that relativeley "sober" with
relatively few words per page and the opposite
end textbooks that use wide pages, lots of
color and graphical markup.

Overall style 

TYPOGRAPHIC DESIGN



The structure of all the chapters in a textbook must always be

consistent, so that students can remember them.
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